Abstract. Various approaches for evaluating the bioequivalence (BE) of highly variable drugs (CV≥ 30%) have been debated for many years. More recently, the FDA conducted research to evaluate one such approach: scaled average BE. A main objective of this study was to determine the impact of scaled average BE on study power, and compare it to the method commonly applied currently (average BE). Three-sequence, three period, two treatment partially replicated cross-over BE studies were simulated in S-Plus. Average BE criteria, using 80-125% limits on the 90% confidence intervals for C max and AUC geometric mean ratios, as well as scaled average BE were applied to the results. The percent of studies passing BE was determined under different conditions. Variables tested included within subject variability, point estimate constraint, and different values for σ w0 , which is a constant set by the regulatory agency. The simulation results demonstrated higher study power with scaled average BE, compared to average BE, as within subject variability increased. At 60% CV, study power was more than 90% for scaled average BE, compared with about 22% for average BE. A σ w0 value of 0.25 appears to work best. The results of this research project suggest that scaled average BE, using a partial replicate design, is a good approach for the evaluation of BE of highly variable drugs.
INTRODUCTION
Bioequivalence (BE) studies are an integral component of the new drug development process. Additionally, they are required for the approval and marketing of generic drug products. BE studies are generally designed to determine if there is a significant difference in the rate and extent to which the active drug ingredient, or active moiety, becomes available at the site of drug action. According to the criteria developed by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and generally applied by other regulatory agencies, two pharmaceutically equivalent products are judged bioequivalent if the 90% confidence interval of the geometric mean ratio (GMR) of AUC and C max fall within 80-125% (1).
Bioequivalence criterion that consider both mean differences and variance components have long been established in the literature. Sheiner (1992) and Schall and Luus (1993) independently derived similar criterion that encompass many of the proposed criteria for approaches to bioequivalence (2, 3) . Sheiner based a criterion on the ratio of the distance between administration of the test and reference products to repeated administration of the reference product, and defined the individual distance ratio as E(T i −R i ) 2 /E(R i −R i ′) 2 . Schall and Luus (1993) based a criterion on the difference of the same expected quantities, that is, E(T i −R i ) 2 −E(R i −R i ′) 2 . The various criteria proposed for assessing bioequivalence criteria can be classified as probability-based and moment-based. The criteria are also categorized as aggregate (means and variances in one criteria), disaggregate (separately test component means and variances), scaled and unscaled. The FDA considered several of these approaches (4) .
The outcome of a BE study can be impacted by factors other than true differences in C max and/or AUC between test and reference. These include sample size and variability (e.g., within-subject variability in a cross-over design). All conditions being equal, the sample size needed to demonstrate bioequivalence increases with greater within-subject variability, often expressed in % coefficient of variation (%CV). For example, in a two-way crossover design, two products with identical bioavailability may require 40 subjects to demonstrate BE with 90% power if the within-subject CV is 30%;
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under the same conditions, the number of subjects needed jumps to 140 at within-subject CV of 60% (5) .
Concerns about the relatively large sample sizes needed for studies testing the BE of highly variable drugs (HVD), generally defined as those with 30% CV or greater in C max or AUC, has led several investigators to examine alternative approaches to the use of the 80-125% limits on the 90% confidence interval for the geometric mean ratio for C max and AUC (defined as average BE) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Major regulatory agencies also considered different approaches for evaluating BE of highly variable drugs (12) (13) (14) . Recently, the FDA presented to the Advisory Committee for Pharmaceutical Science (ACPS Meeting, April 2004) possible alternatives to average BE method for highly variable drugs (15) . The committee favored a scaled approach, where the BE limits may be expanded based on the variability of the drug product. Furthermore, the committee recommended that the FDA study different scaling approaches, to determine a preferred method. As a result, the FDA formed a Highly Variable Drugs Working Group to study this issue, and a simulations-based research project was initiated. Preliminary results were presented at the ACPS Meeting in October, 2006 (16, 17) , and at the "Bioequivalence, Biopharmaceutics Classification System, and Beyond" workshop, May 2007, which was sponsored by the American Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists (AAPS) (18) . This paper presents details of the research project, which supports an FDA proposal of a new approach for evaluating bioequivalence of highly variable drugs. The specific objective of this project was to evaluate the impact of scaled average bioequivalence on study power, or percent of studies passing BE, using different withinsubject variability and under different conditions.
METHODS

Study Design
Three sequence, three period, two treatment partially replicated crossover bioequivalence studies, with 36 subjects (12 in each sequence) were simulated using S-Plus (Insightful Corp., Seattle, Washington). The reference product was administered twice to obtain within subject variability for the reference product, while the test product was administered once. The three-way cross over design was selected because it appeared to provide a more practical and efficient approach for scaling, compared with a full replicate, four-way cross over study design. Sequences used in the study are provided below:
No subject-by-formulation interaction was assumed. For most tests, the true %CV values considered for the simulations were 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% for the test and reference. Additionally, the impact of a more variable test product was evaluated by keeping the true %CV at 30% for the reference product, while varying the %CV of the test product between 30% and 60%. The parameters were assumed to be log normally distributed and the standard deviations for the test and the reference were calculated from the assumed within subject CV by using the following formula:
The true GMR values ranged from 1 (true BE) to 1.70. One million BE studies were simulated for each condition. Scaled average bioequivalence, with and without point estimate constrains were applied in addition to average BE criteria. Power was calculated as the percentage of the studies passing each condition and power curves were created by plotting the power against the true value of the GMR. The underlying statistical model is similar to that described in Hyslop, Hsuan, and Holder (2000), which allows for separate estimation of the Test and Reference means, denoted μ T and μ R , respectively, and the within-subject variance of the reference product, denoted σ WR 2 (19) . The criterion for scaled average bioequivalence in terms of the model parameters is:
Similar criteria have been considered in the literature (8) (9) (10) (11) .
Variables evaluated in the simulations included: Impact of increasing within subject variability (test and reference); effect of constraining the point estimate (GMR) to 80-125%; and applying different values (0.2, 0.25 and 0.294) of the regulatory constant σ w0 . The regulatory constant values of 0.2, 0.25, and 0.294 reflect within subject variabilities of 20%, 25%, and 30%, respectively. These variables helped define the scaling model, as well as FDA's proposal for the BE of highly variable drugs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The impact of scaled average bioequivalence on study power was evaluated under different conditions relative to average BE. Study power was expressed as percent of studies passing BE. Expansion of the limits is specific to highly variable drugs, generally defined as drugs or drug products that show within-subject CV of 30% or greater in AUC or C max . This is in contrast to the confidence interval limits of 80-125% used by average BE (20) , and generally applied to all drugs regardless of variability.
The studies simulated for this project had a partial replicate, three-way cross-over design, where the reference product is administered twice, and the test product once. A possible sequence would be reference-test-reference (RTR). Such replication allowed for the estimation of within subject variability of the reference, which is needed for the scaling model. A fully replicate, four-way crossover design would also work, i.e., provide an estimate of reference within subject variability; however, the three-way cross-over design appears to be a more efficient method for arriving at the same answer. Factors evaluated during this study included withinsubject variability, the use of a point estimate constraint in conjunction with the scaling approach, and different values for σ w0 , a constant in the scaling model which is defined by the regulatory agency. Figure 1 shows that at 30% CV, the proposed scaling method with a point estimate constraint already provides some advantage over average BE method with respect to study power. This advantage is far greater when within-subject variability reaches 60% CV (Fig. 2) . For example, at 60% CV and a sample size of 36 subjects, using the average BE method will result in a study power of about 22%, i.e., about one study in five would pass BE. This is true for two products with identical bioavailability (geometric mean ratio of one). Using scaled average BE, however, increases study power to more than 90% under the same conditions. Clearly, the use of scaled average BE can have a significant impact on the evaluation of BE for highly variable drugs, especially as variability reaches 60% or greater.
Another factor evaluated in this study was the use of a point estimate constraint, as an additional criterion that would be required with scaled average BE. Previously, Hauck et al. demonstrated that widening of the BE limits to 70-143% in the case of C max could result in studies with mean ratios of 128% or greater passing BE (21) . Since a mean ratio of such a magnitude may pose clinical concerns for some drugs, it was judged that expansion of the BE limits was not adequately justified. Using scaled average BE, the expanded limits may exceed 70-143%, depending on the within-subject variability of the reference. This could lead to drugs with even larger mean ratios (>128%) being declared bioequivalent. To avert this possibility, it was necessary to add a constraint (±20%) on the point estimates for C max and AUC. Studies with point estimates exceeding ±20% would fail, even if they pass based on scaling alone.
Once it was decided that constraining the point estimate to ±20% was necessary, the impact on study power was evaluated. Figures 3 and 4 show power curves at 30% CV and 60% CV, respectively, for the following conditions: Scaling applied by itself (Scaled ABE); point estimate constraint without scaling; and scaling with point estimate constraint. The graphs also include plots for average BE, for comparison purposes. At 30% CV, it was observed that constraining the point estimate had no impact at all on study power. The plot for scaling plus point estimate constraint completely overlapped with the plot for scaling by itself. For this reason, the two plots show as one. In other words, at 30% CV, applying scaled average BE would provide the same results irrespective of the use of a point estimate constraint. The converse was true when within subject variability reached 60% CV (Fig. 4) . It was observed that point estimate constraint had the dominant The experimental conditions were as follows: 30% CV (test and reference), N=36, and σ w0 =0.25. Results shown represent one million simulations. Please note that the plot for scaled average BE does not appear on the graph because it completely overlaps with the plot for scaled average BE with point estimate constraint, indicating no impact of constraining the point estimate at this level of within subject variability effect on the percent of studies passing, compared to scaling by itself. This can be seen in the close proximity of the plots for scaling + point estimate constraint and point estimate constraint by itself.
A third factor evaluated was σ w0 . This constant in the scaling model (4, 16, 18) is the standard deviation (or degree of variability) at which the confidence interval limits begin to widen. This in turn impacts the number of studies that would pass BE at a given %CV. Since σ w0 has to be set by the regulatory agency, three values, 0.2, 0.25, and 0.294, corresponding roughly to 20%, 25%, and 30% CV, respectively, were tested. Figure 5 illustrates the impact of each value selected for σ w0 on study power, when within-subject variability is 30% CV. The results suggest that setting σ w0 to 0.2 would allow a large number of studies to pass BE compared to when average BE is applied. At a true GMR of 1.1, it is desirable that a larger number of BE trials pass. However, it is undesirable to have more studies pass when the true GMR is large (e.g., 1.2), as was observed with σ w0 set to 0.2. In contrast, σ w0 value of 0.294 provided even less power than average BE, when within subject variability was 30% CV. This suggested that it is more restrictive for drugs at or near the cutoff point for defining high variability, an undesired trait.
The 0.25 value for σ w0 appears to provide the best results. Study power increased compared to average BE, without causing a relatively large number of studies to pass at GMRs of 1.2 and greater (observed with σ w0 =0.2). Furthermore, a σ w0 of 0.25 results in a lower inflation of Type I error compared to a σ w0 value of 0.294. Type I error, defined as the risk of concluding two products are bioequivalent when in fact they are not, is 0.05 (or 5%) for average BE. It is undesirable for any new method to significantly deviate from this value.
Finally, during the course of this study, a question was raised regarding the impact of greater within subject variability in the test product relative to the reference. The proposed study design estimates within subject variability for the reference, but not for the test product. Therefore, we simulated additional studies where within subject variability in the reference was kept constant (30% CV), while it increased for the test product (range 30% CV to 60% CV). As can be seen in Fig. 6 , higher variability in the test product resulted in significantly decreased study power. This suggests that the variability of the test product can impact the conclusion of bioequivalence at a given sample size, although it is not estimated in the proposed study design and does not contribute directly to the scaling model. Practically speaking, this is a desired outcome because it demonstrates a lower probability for a more variable test (generic) product demonstrating BE to a superior, less variable reference listed drug (RLD). 
CONCLUSION
Results from this project suggest that scaled average bioequivalence provides a good approach for evaluating the bioequivalence of highly variable drugs and drug products. It would effectively decrease sample size, without increasing patient risk. The use of a point estimate constraint addresses concerns that products with large GMR differences may be judged bioequivalent. A test product which is more variable than the reference is likely to fail BE, despite expansion of the BE limits.
